Parades,
Assemblies,
Special Events

Be Respectful

Be Responsible

All Settings, Arrival
and Departure

Fire Drills,
Evacuations, Lock
Downs

Tuckshop, BBQs
and Catered Events



Keep hands and feet to
self.



Walk into the Hall in a
quiet, respectful manner.



Honour our commitment
to learning.



Allow others to eat in
peace.



Respond immediately to
warning signals.



Listen to others.



Remove hats.



Actively listen.





Always listen to
instructions.



Accept the
consequences of your
actions.



Sit in an appropriate
fashion, in the correct
position.



Remove hats.

Move away from the
Tuckshop once you have
ordered.




Speak at an appropriate
volume



Pay for your food only
with your own money.

Walk directly to
designated safe areas.

Always have your diary
and timetable.






Use ICT resources
correctly for their
intended purposes.

When in designated area,
listen to specific safety
instructions in silence.




Report any damage of
ICT’s to classroom
teacher immediately.

Sit quietly, await further
instructions.



Remain in allocated area
until dismissed.




Actively listen.

Always wear uniform and
hat correctly.



Aim for 100% attendance.



Arrive on time.



Be the best you can be.



Hand mobile
phones/electronic
devices to the office on
arrival at school.



Always follow staff
instructions.





Speak politely and
positively, using
appropriate language.



Bring all necessary
equipment.

Always give the National
Anthem its due respect.



Raise hand up to ask
question.



Be polite and attentive.



Follow Staff instructions.



Participate as directed.



Allow others to learn.



Respect the rights and
personal space of others.



Participate in all tasks
and activities.



Respect the property of
the school and others.



Keep classrooms
environments neat and
tidy.



Use toilets and drink taps
correctly during breaks.



Always use manners and
exercise respect.



Use equipment as
directed.



Always return equipment
to the correct place.



Look after belongings.



Leave rooms tidy.



Leave class only with
signed permission in
Diary.



Always place litter in
bins.



Be safe, Be legal.



Report all incidents of
bullying to staff.



Be Safe

Classrooms and
Learning
Environments





Enter and leave in a safe,
orderly fashion.

Follow OHS guidelines.
Get staff help in case of
accidents and
emergencies.



Follow all road rules at
all times when moving to
from and school.



Walk bikes to and from
racks.



Wait your turn.



Follow all staff
instructions immediately.



Have money organised
before you order.



Take all evacuations
seriously.



Keep away from unsafe
or out of bounds areas.



Always use manners.



Never throw money.



Wait in an orderly
fashion.



Allow people who have
ordered to leave the line.

